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NET Framework 1.0 (.NET Framework 1.1)), page-level OCR2005–06 Pittsburgh Panthers men's basketball team The 2005–06 Pittsburgh Panthers men's basketball team represented the University of Pittsburgh in the 2005–06 NCAA Division I men's basketball season. Led by second year head coach Bill Coughlin, the Panthers competed in the Big East Conference. The team played its home
games at the Petersen Events Center. This was the first year that the Panthers played a full non-conference schedule. It also marked the end of the 37-year Duquesne dynasty at Pitt, as the Dukes lost in the 2006 National Championship game to Michigan. This was also the final season that the Panthers played at Petersen Events Center, as the venue was replaced with the Petersen Events Center in
2006–07. Previous season Roster Regular season Pitt won the Big East Conference regular season title outright with an 18–10 conference record. Schedule |- !colspan=9 style="background:#E51837; color:#FFFFFF;"| Regular Season !colspan=9 style="background:#E51837; color:#FFFFFF;"| Big East Tournament !colspan=9 style="background:#E51837; color:#FFFFFF;"| NCAA Tournament
References Pittsburgh Category:Pittsburgh Panthers men's basketball seasons Pittsburgh Panthers men's b Pittsburgh Panthers men's b with the inherent knowledge and expertise of the end-user for a rather short period of time. For example, whilst the microstrip patch antenna has been shown to have the capability of providing a radiation beam of a reasonably high gain, the gain of this antenna has
been found to be rather poor. In general, it has been found that the microstrip patch antennas have been considered to be somewhat of an illusive antenna in terms of their ability to provide a rather narrow beam with a high gain, as described in more detail below. In order to obtain the radiation pattern or beam quality necessary to meet some particular applications, one end-user might require the
antenna to provide a rather narrow beam, whereas another end-user might require the antenna to provide a rather broad radiation beam. In practice, microstrip patch antennas have not been considered as an attractive antenna alternative for portable and wireless applications in general and for hand-held communication devices in 82157476af
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